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Abstract—We argue that the processor microarchitectures of
today’s microcontrollers are poorly matched to the computational
workloads of IoT edge nodes, where largely independent chains
of processes manage a dynamic mixture of periodic and sporadic
tasks that must be executed in real time. Hardware support of
priorities for some tasks and software support of priorities for
others impedes efficient, correct design, and a single, monolithic
ALU is a bottleneck for the diverse, asynchronous computational
demands of these workloads. We describe a new processor
microarchitecture with hardware support of unified fine-scale
priorities for all processes, and with a dispatch-issue-execute
pipeline supporting process-level parallelism. The datapath in-
cludes multiple functional units, enabling parallel processing via
dynamic matching of resources to demand. The set of functional
units includes computational assets that reflect the needs of IoT
nodes, including a crypto-primitive generation engine.

Index Terms—IoT, processor, microcontroller, MCU, microar-
chitecture, process, priority, atomicity, associative memory, con-
tent addressable memory, decoding, dispatch, issue, execute,
functional unit, crypto-primitive, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of the IoT is constrained by limitations of
current architectures and technologies for IoT edge devices.
These limitations hinder responsiveness, security, software
reliability, and both programmer and energy efficiency. In IoT
applications, the computational workloads—real-time process-
ing of multiple event streams—differ from the interactive and
transactional loads seen by personal computing devices and
servers. IoT workloads can be dominated by multiple sensing
and actuation tasks that process asynchronous streams of
physical events. The required deeply-parallel functionality is a
poor fit to current microcontroller (MCU) microarchitectures:
programmers must explicitly split natural stream processing
workflows into event handlers and background processing
tasks, and manage them via hardware interrupt priorities and
priority-based multitasking.

Innovations in parallelism for high-end processors are de-
signed primarily to keep them as busy as possible for inter-
active and transactional workloads. However, the processor
microarchitectures used in embedded systems or Internet of
Things (IoT) devices, while pipelined, do not employ addi-
tional parallelism. Furthermore, because their workloads are
different than those for servers and personal computers, the
parallelism should be adapted to these workloads, rather than
borrowed from existing techniques.

Our approach employs multiple functional units with addi-
tional, upstream hardware resources that enable their parallel
use, and further hardware to support allocation of resources
when conflicts arise in demand for their use. While the bulk
of the enhancements are at microarchitecture level, we also
expose one hardware resource to the architecture, allowing
the programmer to specify the priority and atomicity of code
segments that make up the firmware.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
background and motivation of our work, followed by a review
of the state-of-the-art and related work in Section III. The key
concepts of fine-scale priority and atomicity are detailed in
Section IV. Our new microarchitecture is described in Section
V and we present concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Perhaps the most salient aspect of the IoT from a systems
perspective is the embedding of networked devices in the
physical world. These edge nodes form the periphery of
these networks and their sensing and actuation activities drive
system requirements. Thus, a complete IoT system can be seen
as a nervous system, with the peripheral nodes serving as its
intelligent eyes and hands.

IoT workloads are dominated by multiple sensing and actu-
ation tasks in which asynchronous streams of physical events
are acquired, processed, stored, transmitted, received, and
acted upon. Events in these streams are often unpredictable,
and events in multiple streams may occur during the same
instruction cycle. Hence the software to process these streams,
especially the software for acquisition of events, should be
implemented as parallel chains of processes that execute a
dynamic mixture of periodic and sporadic tasks. The diversity
and asynchrony of the associated processes imply that the
aggregate demand for computational resources is likely to be
heterogeneous in any particular instruction cycle.

The processors of current MCUs for embedded and IoT
applications are not well-suited to this deeply parallel func-
tionality. They employ just one functional unit, an arithmetic-
logical unit (ALU), so that simultaneous execution of multi-
ple processes is not possible. Support of multiple processes
requires that they must be time-multiplexed and prioritized.
This is currently handled using two means. The first is
known as hardware interrupts, in which an event is signaled
by the change of voltage in a specific circuit. Processors
provide architectural features that enable the programmer to978-1-5090-4130-5/16/$31.00 c©2016 IEEE
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prioritize the execution of small sections of program code,
called interrupt service routines (ISRs) or interrupt handlers,
that are invoked by the processor hardware upon an event.
Interrupt handlers must execute quickly to prevent missing
an event that occurs during processing of an event that has
occurred previously in the same stream. They consequently
consist of a small number of instructions and hence have
a short execution time. The second means applies to other
tasks that are scheduled or triggered by software events. In
current MCUs, these tasks may be prioritized for execution
in software, often in a multi-tasking operating system. This
combination of hardware support of interrupt handler priorities
and software support of other task priorities makes software
design for IoT edge devices applications unnecessarily difficult
and error-prone.

The use of multiple functional units enables parallel execu-
tion of multiple processes, but conflicts over these limited re-
sources will still arise. Thus a means of enabling the prioritized
allocation of functional units is required. The connectivity
and hence vulnerability of nodes at the IoT edge means that
security algorithms and operations should be part of the core
design. Since many of these devices will also be energy-
limited, the “non-functional” property of energy efficiency
is also critical. In this paper, we address these needs by
rethinking the microarchitecture of embedded processors. Our
overall objective is to outline the first steps of the groundwork
for a leap forward in the functionality of processors that will
power the IoT.

III. RELATED WORK

A common technique in processor microarchitectures for
servers, computers, and personal and mobile devices is
instruction-level parallelism (ILP). One widely used form of
ILP is pipelining; another more recent and complementary ap-
proach, called superscalar, employs the re-ordering of instruc-
tion execution in a single thread. Simultaneous multithreading
(SMT) [1]–[3] is a form of thread-level parallelism. Here, there
are multiple simultaneous threads of execution; if execution
of one thread stalls while waiting for operands to become
available, execution of another can be immediately invoked. In
work that is in spirit close to ours, [4] propose augmenting the
instruction set architecture (ISA) with additional instructions
for management of prioritized tasks and management of a
co-processor for encryption, decryption, and key generation.
However, tasks must run to completion and no details are given
on the co-processor. [5] consider optimization of clock cycles
per instruction (CPI) using simplified algorithms for out-of-
order execution and branch speculation, optimization of the
instruction set, and a paged data memory that allows single-
cycle in-page access. Very long instruction word (VLIW)
architectures [6], [7] implement a specialized form of MIMD
parallel processing in which multiple parallel operations are
bundled together at compile time for simultaneous execution.

[8] proposes augmenting a conventional processor with (1)
a separate event processor that handles event-driven input-
output and control of power supply to other components,

and (2) task-specific hardware accelerators that, like con-
ventional MCU peripherals, connect to the processor via a
system bus. In a similar vein, primarily to conserve energy,
current MCUs targeting the IoT space (e.g., the event system
used in Atmel MCUs) have peripherals with the capability
to exchange information or store data without intervention
by the processor. A number of modular architectures for
wireless sensor nodes have been proposed. Early work in
modular sensor node architectures using master/slave star
architecture is reported in [9]. [10] propose a distributed
system of heterogeneous modules interconnected by an 80-line
data/control/power bus. [11] prototypes a modular architecture
in which the details of inter-module interaction are handled
by dedicated programmable logic on each module. Multicore
architectures employ perhaps the highest level of parallelism,
wherein the operating system software allocates execution
of a process to one of a number of processors. A modular
master/slave architecture enabling energy-conserving parallel
computation and networking is presented in [12]. Two recent
papers investigate multi-processor architectures with the goal
of improved computational throughput; [13] develops a folded-
tree network of programmable processors, while [14] designs
and implements a board-level multi-MCU architecture using a
Kautz digraph interconnection network.

In current MCUs, the ability to react to events is provided
by a combination of hardware and software. When an interrupt
occurs, it is latched (recorded) using dedicated hardware.
The instruction that is currently being executed is allowed to
complete execution. This instruction is part of the currently-
executing process (CEP). In order to appropriately respond
to the event, the system must suspend execution of the CEP
and store the its state, which is defined as all information
that is required to resume its execution later. Once this step
is complete, the system begins executing the process (the
interrupt handler) that services the current event, and clears
the hardware storage device in which the event was latched;
this latter operation is known as clearing the interrupt. Once
execution of the interrupt handler completes, the system can
then recall and restore the state of the CEP and continue its
execution.

The processing of each type of physical event is managed
by a separate handler. Conflicts are dealt with by assigning
a priority to each handler. Suppose there are two events of
type A and type B, and the handling of an event of type A is
determined by the system designer to be of higher priority
than the handling of events of type B. Then if an event
of both types occur within the same instruction cycle, the
handler for type A is executed to completion, followed by
execution of the handler for type B events; this is possible
because events are latched by dedicated hardware as described
above. If an event of type A occurs first, and an event of
type B occurs during execution of the handler for type A
events, the type-A handler is also allowed to complete before
execution of the type-B handler. However, if a type-A event
occurs during execution of the type-B handler, rapid response
to the higher-priority event is enabled by suspending execution
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of the type-B handler, saving its state, executing the type-A
handler, and then restoring the state of the type-B handler
and continuing its execution from where it was suspended.
The event handler priorities—known as interrupt priorities—
are normally stored in registers; these priorities may be fixed at
the time of manufacture, or controllable by the system designer
or programmer at either compilation of the software or during
system operation.

The hardware interrupt priorities are separate from priorities
assigned to processes that are not interrupt handlers; the latter
priorities are designed into executive or operating system
software rather than the hardware, and may be either implicit,
as when processes are executed in round-robin fashion, or
explicit. If explicit, they may be static or dynamic, using any
of various scheduling algorithms, e.g., earliest deadline first
(EDF) [15]. Whether explicit or implicit, the system designer
must be cognizant of the potential complexity of interactions
between processes that may occur due to the two types of pri-
orities. The problem is compounded by chaining of processes,
where the execution of the handlers for physical events are
likely to trigger software events (rather than physical events)
that must be handled by other processes. This complexity
makes it difficult to develop software that is immune to the
deleterious effects of unforeseen inter-process interactions that
may occur once the system is operating in the field. These
may occur between handlers and other processes that were not
envisioned by the designer, or due to changes in the software
that may occur years after the initial design is shipped.

IV. PRIORITY AND ATOMICITY

We define priority and atomicity as follows: if multiple
instructions from different tasks are ready for execution, but
there are not enough functional units to execute them simul-
taneously, the instruction with the highest priority is executed
first. Atomicity is complementary to priority; it designates a
contiguous, sequential set of instructions as a single operation.
Atomicity enables designation of a segment of program code
to execute at the highest possible priority, and hence not
be interrupted by any other executing process, once the first
instruction of that segment is fetched and decoded.

Our microarchitecture provides hardware support for the
structuring, storage and retrieval of information pertaining to
the fine-scale prioritization of task execution, and merging of
that information with fetched instructions. These together en-
able a single, unified software semantics for handling multiple
event streams. In summary, the hardware mechanisms integrate
support of two key characteristics of executing programs:
(1) priority (which tasks are awarded processor resources,
in particular functional units) and (2) atomicity (how long
winning tasks can hold onto those resources).

The microarchitecture supports both types of processes
described in Section III: interrupt handlers and background
or follow-on processes, each of which can include atomic
program segments. These segments, known as critical sections,
are normally used to correctly manage the states of multiple

processes while they are accessing shared resources that are
external to the processor, such as main memory.

V. PROCESSOR MICRO/ARCHITECTURES FOR IOT EDGE
DEVICES

Our goals are to provide microarchitectural and supporting
hardware/software architectural support for (a) unified mod-
els of prioritized execution for all processes in a system
including physical event handlers, (b) simultaneous execu-
tion of processes where possible under processor resource
constraints, and (c) prioritized execution of processes when
simultaneous execution is not possible due to conflicts in the
use of computational resources. In part, our approach aims
to match computational resources and demand for them by
multiple processes, becoming in effect the sweet spot between
conventional MCUs and multi-core approaches. Building on
the foundation of our overall goals, we have the following
design principles: energy efficiency, responsiveness to events,
minimal perturbation of existing software design toolchains,
processor-level support of key crypto-operations, and support
of provably-correct software design.

These capabilities together support the largely-orthogonal
processes of IoT edge devices, and in turn require hardware
support of instruction-level priority and atomicity and corre-
sponding changes to the processor architecture and microar-
chitecture. The additional priority and atomicity information
must be managed, including encoding, storage, and retrieval.
Once the information is available it is merged into an execution
tuple with the instruction itself as well as any associated
operands. At this point, the execution tuple becomes a demand
on the computational resources—the set of functional units—
of the processor, requiring control and datapath logic to resolve
conflicts in the use of those resources, route operands to the
selected functional unit, and route results to storage.

Multiple functional units enable parallel computation via
dynamic matching of resources to the demands of multiple
instructions. The set of functional units is configured to include
computations that are key to IoT functionality. For IoT edge
nodes, we incorporate a crypto-primitive generation engine as
a functional unit, rather than as a peripheral attached to a bus
(see Section V-D) .

In the following, we use the following definitions for the
primary phases of processor pipeline, adapted from [1], [16].
In dispatch, the execution tuple is formed. In the issue phase,
computational resources (the functional units as well as any
other resources that may be in contention) are monitored and
reserved for use. Finally, the execution tuples are processed
(or executed) by functional units in the execution phase.

A. Encoding, Storage, and Retrieval

Figure 1 depicts a functional block diagram of the upstream
portion of the microarchitecture. As in conventional designs,
instructions are fetched from memory or cache and routed to
the control unit for decoding. The instruction is also routed
to hardware for lookup or derivation of the priority of the
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Fig. 1. Upstream portion of processor datapath. Any memory architecture
can be used, including unified program and data memories. Separate program
and data memories are shown for clarity

instruction and the atomicity of its containing segment of
machine code. If the instruction references operands located
in data memory, their addresses are also routed to the data
memory.

The instruction’s address is input to the Priority/Atomicity
Lookup Unit (PAL), which contains encoded information that
is associated with every instruction of the firmware image.
This information includes a unique identifier of the process
that the instruction is associated with as well as the instruc-
tion’s priority and atomicity. This information, along with the
instruction and operands forms the execution tuple that is
routed to the issue pool (described in Section V-B). The pri-
ority/atomicity information can be computed from the address
using combinational logic, retrieved from an associative mem-
ory or content-addressable memory (CAM), or a combination
of combinational logic and a variety of memory architectures,
including CAMs. The functionality may be implemented using
a wide range of microelectronics technologies, including com-
plementary metal-on-silicon (CMOS) logic, static or dynamic
random-access memory (RAM), ferroelectric memories, or
resistive RAM (ReRAM). Details on storage of information
in the PAL are beyond the scope of this paper. Note that the
impact on software developers is minimized, enabling them
to simply label functions or code sections with priority and
atomicity information.

B. Dynamic Matching of Demand and Computational Re-
sources

The remaining, downstream, portion of the processor mi-
croarchitecture must dynamically assign the computational
demands of multiple, prioritized instructions in the datapath
to the set of functional units (Figure 2). This portion of the
processor microarchitecture begins with the issue pool that

operands

Issue
Pool

Functional
UnitsFunctional

UnitsFunctional
UnitsFunctional

Units

Matching
Unit

Operand
Pool

Instruction
Pool

Router Unit

to data
memories

decoded
instructions

Power/Clock
Control Unit

Fig. 2. Downstream portion of processor datapath. One functional unit is
a crypto-primitive generation engine including a PUF physical system and
dedicated memory (see Section V-D).

is comprised of instruction and operand pools. These pools
may be implemented as one unified or two (instruction and
operand) register files. The availability of operands in the
operand pool for a particular instruction in the instruction
pool is determined by the Matching Unit; when all operands
for a particular instruction are available, the instruction and
operands are transported to the Router Unit (RU).

The architecture includes multiple functional units that
operate in parallel and implement the computations specified
in the processor’s instruction set; the set of functional units
may implement logical functions, fixed- and floating-point
arithmetic functions, or memory functions (such as load and
store, where a fixed-point functional unit may used to compute
an address). The RU allocates functional units to execution tu-
ples and issues the tuples to the functional units for execution.
If more than one tuple is ready for a particular functional
unit, there are two possibilities. If the instructions of the
tuples have different priorities, the higher-priority instruction
is executed first. If they have the same priorities, the tuple
whose instruction arrived first in the instruction pool is issued
for execution first.

Any functional unit, when it completes its processing of
operands according the associated instruction, releases its
result(s) to a bus that enables transfer of the result to main
memory, data memory, or the operand pool. All results are
tagged with an identity that their use in subsequently-executed
instructions. The tagging technique, which is complementary
to our core microarchitecture, may be similar to that used in
scoreboarding or reservation stations [17], [18].

The RU includes a Power/Clock Control Unit that dis-
patches power and/or gates clock signals to each functional
unit as determined by its use in the current clock cycle.
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Depending on the microelectronic technology of implementa-
tion, the Power/Clock Control Unit controls either or both of
power or clocking of the functional units. Clock gating saves
dynamic power in switching circuits. Power dispatch is more
expensive and can result in large variations in power demand,
but minimizes overall energy use.

The issue pool is structured as a set of queues. Each queue
contains instructions for an active process. These queues can
be maintained in first-in/first-out (FIFO) order in simpler
processors, or can implement mechanisms that exploit ILP
within the process, whereby instructions may be executed out
of order as long as the process state trajectory is maintained.

A key measure of processor performance in embedded and
IoT applications is the delay from the occurrence of an event to
the invocation of execution of the associated interrupt handler.
The largest contribution to this delay in current embedded
processors is the time required to save the state of the CEP in
order to successfully continue execution of that process once
the event is processed by the handler. CPI is a measure of the
microarchitecture, rather than an assessment of the speed and
hence the clock frequency of the underlying hardware. While
it is a fundamental measure of the efficiency of any parallel
computing system, it is incomplete, since a system could have
a very low (good) CPI simply due to queuing instructions
for out-of-order processing, increasing latency and decreasing
throughput for a particular process. While this is usually not a
problem in conventional computing, many embedded and IoT
applications require at least soft-real time responsiveness. Our
approach aims to improve energy efficiency and responsive-
ness through microarchitectural support of parallel execution,
which will naturally lead to improved CPI. Indeed, in our
approach, the ability of the processor in many cases to execute
multiple instructions enables the parallel execution of interrupt
handlers and currently-executing processes. Since the state of
the latter process does not need to be saved, delays due to
state storage and retrieval are eliminated.

The composition of the set of functional units can be
adapted to the presented workload, increasing throughput. The
set of functional units may include multiple functional units
of the same type. For example, a set of processes that are use
a large number of floating-point computations can be accom-
modated using multiple floating-point units. This adaptation
can occur at tape-out based on the expected workload, or later
and at finer time scales using field-programmable substrates.

C. Execution Tuple Control and Datapath Logic

As shown in Figure 3, the instruction is fetched and routed
to three blocks where (1) the instruction’s process identifier,
priority and atomicity are retrieved, (2) operands are fetched,
and (3) the instruction is decoded. The information is merged
into the execution tuple in the dispatch phase, followed by
insertion in the issue pool. As noted above, execution is
managed by the RU, which matches demand and available
functional units.

It is important to note that three steps, (i) instruction fetch;
(ii) fetch of priority and atomicity, fetch of operands, and

mergedispatch

fetch/pre-decode instruction

fetch
priority

and
atomicity

fetch
operands

decode
instruction

issue

execute

Fig. 3. Flowchart of datapath processing.

instruction decode; and (iii) dispatch, are shown as stacks of
multiple blocks that enable simultaneous execution of multiple
processes. This approach enables exploitation of the property
of nearly-independent use of computational resources of exe-
cuting tasks to improve both throughput and energy efficiency:
since most task invocations are sporadic and asynchronous,
it is likely that two tasks will not need the same function
(e.g., arithmetic, logical, floating-point, crypto-primitive) in
the same instruction cycle.

D. The Crypto-Primitive Generation Engine as Functional
Unit

While a number of research projects (e.g., [19]) and com-
mercial MCUs provide cryptographic operations on a bus-
connected peripheral, we include this capability as a functional
unit in the processor itself, dedicated to the generation of
cryptographic primitives using Physical Unclonable Functions
(PUFs) and True Random Number Generators (TRNGs). PUFs
act as digital fingerprints of the hardware that can be inserted
in a cryptographic protocol to authenticate the IoT node.
The PUF engine generates challenge (reference patterns)-
response (input patterns)-pairs (CRPs) that can authenticate
devices when the level of CRP matching is high enough.
PUFs can be generated from a diverse range of elements such
as ring oscillators, gate delays, SRAM or peripheral memory
blocks [20]–[23]. Two figures of merit are important for such a
PUF engine: reliability and immunity from hostile third parties
attempting to extract the primitives [24]. Here, high-speed,
ultra-low power technologies such as ReRAM offer excellent
performance for PUF generation, leveraging the performance
of our processor microarchitecture.
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As in recognition of human digital fingerprints, only a small
portion of the data streams generated by PUFs are sufficiently
consistent or predictable to yield CRPs with low error rates.
A Built-In Self-Test (BIST) engine integrated in the PUF
generation engine can distinguish elements with solidly zero
or one states from unstable elements that can be blanked as
don’t care states. When the don’t care states are eliminated,
the remaining challenges are predictable and will result in low
CRP error rates [25]. Conversely, the unstable elements are
excellent candidates to generate TRNGs for encryption. This
ternary logic can be restricted to operations internal to the
crypto-primitive generation engine, which can use binary logic
to interface with the remainder of the microarchitecture.

CAMs (see Section V-A) are excellent candidates to store
secret keys and cryptographic primitives for fast and secure
authentications. Rather than retrieving a reference crypto-
primitive that was stored in a RAM for comparison with
a new crypto-primitive, the crypto-primitive generation en-
gine can use a CAM architecture to perform the matching
function. Finally, additional functional units can be optimized
for machine learning, targeting the tracking and correction
of the natural variations of PUF CRPs subject to effects
such as temperature/aging drift and environmental noises, and
distinguishing random hostile behavior from normal operation.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Work is on-going to prototype the microarchitecture, opti-
mize communication between processes, and develop a modi-
fied software development toolchain. We are also assessing its
responsiveness, security, support of software reliability, and
programmer and energy efficiency, as well as the trade-offs
between performance and manufacturing cost. The proposed
hardware support of priority and atomicity can be extended
to provide fine-scale management of protection, generalizing
hardware-supported capabilities [26], [27]. Thus embedded
and IoT edge-node software can become a collection of
resources whose use can be subject to authorization as well
as prioritization.
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